
A  P I N C H  O F
P O W E R

I M POWER CREATIVES



I'm Dannielle aka Rhimes.
Choreographer, visionary
and creative advocate. I've
worked with thousands of

creatives over the 
last 20 years. 

Dancers who sing, models
who present, singers who are

entrepreneurs,
Businessowners who like to

solve problems. I'm an
encourager and mindset

shifter who created this to be
a powerful tool to catapult

you forward.
So that you can live

unapologetically.

hey Creative 



A Pinch of Power
can go a long way

The IMPower Platform is here to keep you
creative and inspire you into your greatness. 

 
We are passionate about Creativity.

Whether you're in the arts, 
are a creative thinker or problem solver.

We are passionate about you!
 
 

As you dive in you'll learn about our 
Power Method

Get some great affirmations
And get a little food for thought!



I  A M

P O W E R F U L

L O V E  
ME  
F I R S T

what i do is an 

extension of my love 



I AM POWERFUL

I CAN BUILD

ANYTHING I SET

MY MIND TO

I am a wonderful creation

and capable of doing

anything 



I AM POWERFUL

Keep
Pushing

I am an unstoppable force



We work through 5 areas when helping creatives. 
 
 
 
 

P - Personal Development. We offer growth tools and
courses to strengthen your mindset

 
O - Operations and Strategy. Helping you work out your
'HOW'

 
W - Why. Securing your why and establishing your
mission 

 
E - Empower. Using edification and encouragement
throughout your journey of growth

 
R - Rhythm. Ensuring you have a momentum to go out
there and show your gold.

 

THE POWER METHOD

I M Power creatives



I AM POWERFUL

I CHOOSE TO
CELEBRATE ME

I am my biggest 

cheer leader



I  AM  POWERFUL

THE POWER IS
IN ME

Change starts

with me



   I  AM  POWERFUL

 I WILL  NOT 
QUIT



FOOD FOR THOUGHT
 

Isn't the mind a wonderful place, endless
connections, a sea of vision and ideas. 

 
When used right the mind has an endless supply
of resource, whilst being able to absorb so much. 

 
I love how the mind can create something out of

nothing, it's where we can do anything. It is
however, a battlefield, especially when left to its
own devises. Generally we as people know that

what we feed grows, but how many of us are
concious of what we feed it. 

 
Dealing with negative thoughts

Limiting beliefs
Fear and anxiety

 
Or sometimes

 
Self Doubt

Fear of failing 
Fear of succeeding

 



 
What do you do when thoughts you do not want

begin to consume you, when you know it isn't the
way you want to think but you can not shake it. 
You know you're a warrior but, what do you do

when thoughts become dragons and those 
dragons breathe fire on your sword. 

 
 

We need to become Conscious about the
Subconscious.

 
Questions for growth

Are there any limiting thoughts that 
come up for you when you think about achieving

that big dream you have?



 
What do you think triggers those thoughts?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is it costing you when you allow those
limiting thoughts to take the lead?

 



GOALS

Mindset Goals

Relationship Goals

Money Goals



We want to see you shine!

I M Power creatives

Contact us at
contact@impowerment.co.uk 

Follow @impowercreatives
 
 

Website 
www.impowerment.co.uk

https://z-p42.www.instagram.com/impowercreatives/?hl=en
https://www.impowerment.co.uk/
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